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The visual magnocellular-dorsal (M-D) deficit theory of developmental dyslexia (DD) is still highly debated.
Many researchers have made great efforts to investigate the relationship between M-D dysfunction and
reading disability. Given that visual analysis plays an important role in Chinese reading, the present study
tried to examine how the M-D dysfunction affected Chinese character recognition in Chinese children with
DD. Sixteen DD children with M-D deficit, fifteen DD children with normal M-D function and
twenty-seven age-matched typically developing children participated in this study. A global/local decision
task was adopted, in which we manipulated the spatial frequency of target characters to separate an M-D
condition from an unfiltered condition. Results of reaction times and error rates showed that in the M-D
condition both M-D normal dyslexics and controls exhibited a significant global precedence effect, with
faster responses and lower error rates in global decision than in local decision. In contrast, this global
advantage was absent for the M-D impaired dyslexics. Accordingly, we propose that the M-D impairment
present in some but not all dyslexics might influence global recognition of Chinese characters in this
subgroup of children with DD, which might be implicated in their difficulties in learning to read.

V
isual processing is the first step required in reading, and written words need to be visually perceived
precisely in order for their sound and meaning to be accessed1. The visual magnocellular-dorsal (M-D)
pathway is one of the (mainly) parallel processing streams in the primate visual system. It starts from the

magno-cells in the retina, from which axons project onto the magnocellular layers of the lateral geniculate nucleus
(LGN), after which visual signals are passed to the primary visual cortex and other brain areas for cortical
conduction including the visual motion areas (V5/MT), posterior parietal cortex (PPC), and orbitofrontal cortex2.
The M-D stream is sensitive to visual stimuli with low spatial frequency, low contrast and high temporal
frequency, such as stimuli with blurred contours or fast movement3. Studies of typically developing children
have shown that visual M-D functions are closely associated with reading-related measures such as orthographic
skills4, reading accuracy5, reading speed6, and reading comprehension7. Meanwhile, the visual M-D pathway is
also responsible for visuo-spatial attention that contributes to visual processing of graphemes, the translation
from graphemes to phonemes, and phonological awareness8.

The visual magnocellular-dorsal deficit theory of developmental dyslexia (DD) proposes that the core cause of
dyslexia is an impaired M-D stream9. Various studies have shown that individuals with developmental dyslexia
exhibit M-D deficits10. It has been reported that individuals with dyslexia show poor performance11 and abnormal
patterns of neural activity12 in response to fast changing/moving stimuli and to visual stimuli with low spatial
frequency13. Because the M-D function controls visuo-spatial attention, relevant impairments of visuo-spatial
attention have also been found in dyslexics, such as low scores in the visual search task8. Meanwhile, some results
point in the direction of a causal role of the M-D dysfunction in dyslexia. A previous study14 demonstrated that
visual spatial attention in pre-school children could predict their future reading-related skills in the 1st and 2nd

grades. Dyslexic children have also been found to show lower M-D sensitivity than not only age-matched controls
but also reading-level matched controls15. A recent research showed a possible genetic base of the M-D deficit16.
The authors found that dyslexic children with a deletion in intron 2 of the DCDC2 gene (DCDC2d) exhibited
higher thresholds of illusory visual motion perception than dyslexic children without DCDC2d, age-matched
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controls and reading-level controls; meanwhile the DCDC2d was
also found to be associated with illusory motion perception in adult
normal readers. These findings suggested that the M-D deficit was a
potential neurobiological risk factor of DD rather than a simple effect
of reading disorder16. Furthermore, it has been reported that training
the visual attention skills of the dyslexics improved their reading
speed, unveiling the causal role of attention in reading acquisition17.
Given the visuo-spatial function controlled by the M-D stream8, the
above finding seemed to provide direct evidence for the causal link
between the M-D deficit and dyslexia. Accordingly, some researchers
proposed a new remediation approach of perceptual learning for
individuals with dyslexia (especially for the pre-reading children at
DD risk)18. The authors believed that the low level training in per-
ceptual learning could improve the general functionality of the M-D
stream and further contribute to reading acquisition18. However,
findings of some studies do not support the M-D deficit theory19.
For example, some studies have found that children with dyslexia
exhibited a general deficit in visual processing which was not limited
to the M-D stream but also appeared in other visual streams such as
the parvocellular-ventral (P-V) stream19. Some researchers have sug-
gested that these inconsistent findings might be related with the
heterogeneity of dyslexia20. Lovegrove et al. found about 75% indi-
viduals with dyslexia exhibited an impaired M-D stream21, whereas
some researchers have pointed out that the prevalence of the dys-
lexics with M-D impairment might be overestimated11,22. A recent
review23 reported that about 90% of studies specifically on the M-D
deficit in dyslexics have shown that most of the dyslexics do suffer
from mild M-D impairments, particularly displayed in tests employ-
ing low contrasts, high temporal frequencies, and low spatial fre-
quencies. Additionally, some researchers have indicated that
dyslexia is not due to a single factor; instead, it is a multifactorial
deficit24,25. One relevant study25 found that almost 92% (55/60) of the
dyslexics exhibited more than two deficits, while only one dyslexic
individual (60 dyslexic individuals in total) merely exhibited the M-
D dysfunction, suggesting that the M-D deficit together with other
risk factors lead to dyslexia. Although the visual M-D deficit theory of
developmental dyslexia is still highly debated, it seems clear that at
least some children with dyslexia do have impairments in M-D
functions6,10.

How does the M-D dysfunction in dyslexics affect their reading?
Researchers have made great efforts to determine what the relation-
ship is between M-D stream deficiency and reading disability.
Recently, a temporal sampling framework has been hypothesized
based on a host of studies on neuronal oscillatory mechanisms
related to the temporal sampling of speech. This framework offers
a possible account of the causal role of the M-D deficit in reading
impairments in dyslexia26–28. According to the temporal sampling
hypothesis, visual coding of text requires a large population of neu-
rons to be responding synchronously for a coherent percept of
printed text to be formed27. During reading, a number of complex
and interrelated components (e.g. letter/word recognition, visual
search, guiding eye movement, and attentional shifting) are mediated
by the M-D stream which is implicated in synchronous gamma
oscillations27. Therefore, it has been proposed that the M-D dysfunc-
tion might result in abnormal neural activity of gamma synchron-
ization, which would further interrupt the coherent percepts of texts
before letter and word recognition27,28. Although a great amount of
research has been devoted to understanding synchronous oscillatory
activity in dyslexia, most of the relevant studies of the temporal
sampling framework have focused on the auditory domain (e.g. using
speech perception tasks). However, reading is mainly a visual pro-
cess, and thus studies involving in visual components seemed to be
more suitable to analyze the visual M-D deficit of dyslexia. Based on
visual researches which found that low spatial frequency influencing
M-D activity facilitated global processing in object identification2,
some researchers have suggested that this M-D function can also

exert an influence in the processing of printed text29. In the context
of alphabetic scripts, Allen et al. found that participants made lexical
decisions more quickly for lowercase English words (based on the
whole word) than for mixed-case words (based on component let-
ters) in the M-D condition29. The authors proposed a multistream
model of visual word recognition to explain these results. This model
postulates a race to a central processor by information in different
visual streams. The low spatial frequency of a target word was sens-
itive to the M-D activity, and a first-pass global image of the word was
quickly generated which would facilitate the global recognition of
this words29. Boden and Giaschi directly manipulated the spatial
frequency of English words, and did not find any advantage in the
global recognition of low-spatial-frequency words30. However, in
Boden et al.’s study, the accuracy of most participants was below
50% in the low-spatial-frequency condition while above 90% in other
visual conditions (i.e. higher-spatial-frequency condition and
unfiltered condition), and this task difficulty difference might inter-
act with different spatial frequencies.

With a logographic writing system, the visual configuration of
a Chinese character is markedly different from that of an
alphabetically-written word, and it has been suggested that visual
processing played a more important role in Chinese reading31.
Recognition of Chinese characters requires the reader to analyze
the holistic information of character forms32. Previous studies using
global/local decision tasks in adult readers with normal reading abil-
ity have found that the advantage of global recognition relative to
local recognition for Chinese characters becomes more substantial as
spatial frequency decreases, suggesting that the low-spatial-
frequency sensitivity of the M-D stream might play a role in global
recognition of Chinese characters33,34. Studies using the coherent
motion detection task35,36, the temporal order judgement task37, the
texture discrimination task38, and the moving grating task39 have
yielded results indicating that Chinese children with dyslexia exhibit
impairments in M-D functions. The study by Meng et al. indicated
that 14 of 27 dyslexics (about 52%) were identified as individuals
having M-D deficits35. However, to our knowledge, there has been no
direct investigation of the relationship between M-D dysfunction of
Chinese children with dyslexia and their ability in Chinese character
recognition.

The aim of the present study was to examine whether M-D dys-
functions in Chinese children with developmental dyslexia affect
Chinese character recognition. We used a global/local decision task,
and recruited three groups of participants: dyslexic children with M-
D dysfunction, dyslexic children with normal M-D function, and
age-matched control children with normal M-D function and nor-
mal reading ability. Based on previous studies33,34, we investigated
three issues: (i) if both the typically developing children and the
dyslexics with normal M-D function show a significant global pre-
cedence effect in the M-D condition while the dyslexic children with
M-D deficit do not, this would suggest that the abnormality in
Chinese character recognition might be attributed to visual M-D
dysfunction; (ii) if both dyslexic groups showed abnormal pattern
of Chinese recognition in the M-D condition comparing with the
age-matched control group, this would suggest that the disabled
recognition of Chinese characters might not be specially due to the
impaired M-D stream; (iii) if the two dyslexic groups exhibit global
advantage in the M-D condition similar to that shown by the typ-
ically developing children, this would suggest that the impaired M-D
stream in dyslexics might not have any negative influence on the
global recognition of Chinese characters.

Results
Sixteen DD children with M-D deficit, fifteen DD children with
normal M-D function and twenty-seven age-matched typically
developing children participated in the present experiment. The
dataset of one dyslexic child with M-D deficit was eliminated due
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to his higher error rate (.50%). Correct reaction times longer than
three standard deviations away from the mean were excluded (68
observations, about 1.21% of the total). The remaining data were
submitted to further analysis. Figure 1 showed the means of reaction
times (RTs) and error rates (ERs) in each condition.

A three-way mixed ANOVA was conducted on RTs with group
(typically developing children, M-D normal dyslexics, M-D impaired
dyslexics) as a between-subject factor, and decision type (global vs.
local decision) and visual condition (M-D vs. unfiltered conditions)
as two within-subject factors. The results of ANOVA showed a sig-
nificant main effect of decision type [F(1,54) 5 6.24, P 5 0.02], with
longer reaction time in local decision than in global decision. There
was no significant main effect of visual condition [F(1,54) 5 2.10, P
5 0.15] nor of group [F(2,54) 5 1.31, P 5 0.28]. The interactions of
decision type 3 group [F(2,54) 5 2.22, P 5 0.12], visual condition 3

group [F(2,54) 5 0.40, P 5 0.68] and decision type 3 visual con-
dition [F(1,54) 5 2.46, P 5 0.12] were not significant. The triple
interaction of group, decision type, and visual condition was signifi-
cant [F(2,54) 5 4.30, P 5 0.02]. Simple effect analyses showed that in
the M-D condition, global decisions yielded shorter reaction times
than local decision for both typically developing children [F(1,56) 5

9.12, P 5 0.004] and dyslexics with normal M-D function [F(1,56) 5

6.22, P 5 0.02], while there was no difference here for dyslexics with
M-D deficit [F(1,56) 5 0.54, P 5 0.47]. In the unfiltered condition,
typically developing children showed shorter reaction times in global
decision than in local decision [marginally significant, F(1,56) 5

3.59, P 5 0.06], while there was no significant difference between
global and local decision for the other two groups (M-D normal DD:
[F(1,56) 5 0.71, P 5 0.40]; M-D impaired DD: [F(1,56) 5 0.87, P 5

0.36]). The group effect was non-significant for any condition (M-D
condition & global decision: F(2,54) 5 1.17, P 5 0.32; M-D condition
& local decision: F(2,54) 5 0.84, P 5 0.44; unfiltered condition &
global decision: F(2,54) 5 2.42, P 5 0.10; unfiltered condition & local
decision: F(2,54) 5 0.87, P 5 0.43). The visual condition effect was
only significant in local decision for the typically developing chil-
dren, with longer reaction times in the M-D condition than in the
unfiltered condition [F(1,56) 5 5.25, P 5 0.03]; while non-
significant in any other conditions (P . 0.1 for all).

The same ANOVA was conducted on ERs. The results showed a
significant main effect of group [F(2,54) 5 3.57, P 5 0.04]. Post hoc
analysis revealed that both groups of dyslexics exhibited higher error
rates than typically developing children (P , 0.05 for both), while

Figure 1 | Means of reaction times (a) and error rates (b) in each condition. The white bars represent global decision; the grey bars represent local

decision. Error bars indicate SEM. ***, p , 0.001; **, p , 0.01; *, p , 0.05; 1, p , 0.1.
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there was no significant difference between two dyslexic groups (P 5
0.19). The main effect of decision type was significant [F(1,54) 5

28.50, P , 0.001], with higher error rates for local response. The
main effect of visual condition was also significant [F(1,54) 5 94.08,
P , 0.001], with higher error rates in the M-D condition than in the
unfiltered condition. There were no significant two-way interactions
(decision type 3 group: [F(2,54) 5 2.57, P 5 0.09], visual condition
3 group: [F(2,54) 5 0.63, P 5 0.54], decision type 3 visual con-
dition: [F(1,54) 5 1.20, P 5 0.28]). The triple interaction of decision
type, visual condition, and group was significant [F(2,54) 5 3.41, P 5

0.04]. Simple effect analyses showed that each group had higher error
rates in the M-D condition than in the unfiltered condition for both
global decision and local decision (P , 0.05 for all). The group effect
in the M-D condition was significant for local decision [F(2,54) 5
4.69, P 5 0.01] but not for global decision [F(2,54) 5 0.25, P 5 0.78],
and post hoc analysis showed that dyslexics with normal M-D func-
tion made more errors than participants from the other two groups
(P , 0.05 for both), with no difference between dyslexics with M-D
deficit and typically developing children (P 5 0.69). For the
unfiltered condition, the group difference was also only significant
in local response [F(2,54) 5 4.01, P 5 0.02]. Post hoc analysis
showed higher error rates for dyslexics from each group comparing
with the typically developing children (P , 0.05 for both), and no
differences between the two dyslexic groups (P 5 0.62). As to the
effect of decision type, dyslexics with normal M-D function and
typically developing children both showed significant effects in the
M-D condition [M-D normal DD: F(1,56) 5 18.03, P , 0.001; CA:
F(1,56) 5 3.10, P 5 0.08, marginally significant] with higher error
rates for local decision than for global decision, but not the dyslexics
with M-D deficit [F(1,56) 5 0.83, P 5 0.37]. In the unfiltered con-
dition, the two dyslexic groups exhibited lower error rates in global
decision than in local decision (M-D normal DD: [F(1,56) 5 6.28, P
5 0.02]; M-D impaired DD: [F(1,56) 5 9.66, P 5 0.003]), while there
was no difference here for the control group [F(1,56) 5 1.82, P 5

0.18].

Discussion
The present study explored whether impaired M-D function in dys-
lexics affects Chinese character recognition. In the M-D condition,
age-matched control readers and dyslexic children with normal M-D
function exhibited significant global advantage, but the M-impaired
dyslexics did not. In the unfiltered condition, either results of RTs or
ERs exhibited global advantage in all the groups, but the global
precedence effect was smaller in the M-D condition than in the
unfiltered condition for dyslexics with normal M-D function and
typically developing children.

Age-matched typically developing children exhibited greater glo-
bal precedence effects in the M-D condition comparing with the
unfiltered condition. According to the multistream model of visual
word recognition29, the M-D stream is responsible for passing on
global information about visual stimuli whereas the P-V stream is
responsible for passing on local information, and the M-D stream
usually processes information more quickly than the P-V stream. In
the M-D condition, the M-D stream would be fully activated rela-
tively to the unfiltered condition, and therefore the difference
between global and local recognition might be magnified, resulting
in a larger global precedence effect2,29. The current findings were
consistent with previous studies on adults33,34. These findings thus
suggest that in Chinese children who are not reading-impaired the
role of the M-D stream’s low-spatial-frequency sensitivity in Chinese
character recognition is just the same as it is in adults.

However, the present results differ from findings with alphabetic
readers, where the global advantage is not found in studies of word
recognition in adult readers with normal reading ability30. The incon-
sistency is presumably due to visual differences between alphabetic
words and logographic characters, since Chinese characters are gen-

erally much more visually complex than words written alphabet-
ically, so that visual processing has been thought to contribute
more to processing of a logographic script such as Chinese as proces-
sing of alphabetic scripts31. Low spatial frequencies could provide
information about general shape and location of written Chinese
characters; visual spatial analysis and holistic processing play a crit-
ical role in Chinese-character processing32. Therefore, we propose
that the role of the low-spatial-frequency sensitivity of the M-D
stream in global recognition of print texts might be more important
in Chinese reading than in alphabetic reading.

In the present study, dyslexic children with normal M-D function
showed a larger global advantage in the M-D condition than in the
unfiltered condition just as typically developing children did, while
the dyslexics with M-D deficit did not, which supports the issue
(i) that these dyslexics’ M-D dysfunction impedes their global recog-
nition of Chinese characters, and this deficit is not a general con-
sequence of dyslexia itself but instead is specifically due to the
impaired M-D stream in this subgroup of Chinese children with
dyslexia. As suggested by Allen et al.’s model29, the M-D dysfunction
of these dyslexic children would retard the global processing of
character forms and diminish the global precedence effect. Results
of previous studies with readers of alphabetic scripts have shown
that participants with higher M-D ability exhibited better perform-
ance in reading-related tasks, such as lexical decision, non-word
reading, reading fluency and reading accuracy as compared to those
with lower M-D ability40,41. Since one of the core symptoms for DD
is difficulty in single word/character decoding which will further
bring about deficits of sentence/text reading42,43, the present study
focused on the global processing of single Chinese characters. It has
been reported that the global recognition of Chinese characters
plays a role in orthographic processing during reading32,44.
Accordingly, we propose that the absence of the global precedence
effect in Chinese dyslexic children with M-D deficits might have a
negative impact on orthographic processing of Chinese characters
and some other reading-related procedures. These findings may
have practical implications for therapeutic intervention in dyslexia:
In addition to improving linguistic ability, therapies should focus on
deficits in visual processing skills to improve M-D functioning in
the individuals with dyslexia who have impaired M-D functioning.
In the context of alphabetic languages, it has been shown that a
period of training of the dyslexics’ visual attention skills, in which
the attentional network is part of the M-D stream, can improve their
reading fluency17. Moreover, some researchers have proposed the
use of perceptual learning remediation in assisting individuals with
dyslexia18. As to (some) Chinese children with dyslexia, future stud-
ies are urgently required to examine whether the basic training of
visual M-D function could be helpful to the enhancement of reading
ability.

Considering the reaction time and error rate results, all the par-
ticipant groups showed global advantage when recognizing
unfiltered characters. Previous studies using unfiltered visual stimuli
have also found faster response in global processing than in local
processing45,46, which agrees with the present results revealing the
global precedence effect. In the unfiltered condition, visual stimuli
would not fully activate the M-D stream47,48. Accordingly, although
there were differences in M-D function across groups, it was assumed
that group effect in global advantages would not be apparent due to
insufficient activation of the M-D stream.

In the present study, dyslexics with normal M-D streams exhibited
similar performance as typically developing children in Chinese
character recognition in the M-D condition, while the dyslexic chil-
dren with M-D deficit showed impaired recognition of Chinese char-
acters in the M-D condition. These findings demonstrated that the
impaired M-D stream might exert an influence on Chinese reading
for a subset of dyslexics, i.e that the M-D deficit theory of dyslexia
holds for some dyslexics though not for others.
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A recent study49 has suggested that the M-D dysfunction in indi-
viduals with dyslexia is a consequence of limited reading experience
i.e. is a consequence rather than a cause of reading disability. If that is
so, in the present study, all dyslexics should show a deficiency in M-D
function relative to age-matched typically developing children,
because all would have had impoverished reading experience; yet
we found a group of dyslexics who showed M-D functioning equi-
valent to that of nondyslexics. Therefore, our findings challenge the
general idea that our dyslexics’ M-D impairment was due to their
impoverished reading experience.

As we have said, the existence of dyslexics with normal M-D
function suggests that an M-D deficit cannot be a general explana-
tion for dyslexia in Chinese, but could be the neural basis for one
subtype of dyslexia in Chinese. The dyslexics with normal M-D
function we studied would thus represent another subtype (or more
than one other subtype) of dyslexia in Chinese; their dyslexia might
for example be attributed to an abnormal neural mechanism for
phonological processing50, abnormal morphological awareness
which has been suggested to be one of the core deficits in Chinese
children with dyslexia51, or to some other relevant impaired mechan-
isms52, but not of course to an M-D deficit. Exactly this appears also
to be true for dyslexia in languages written alphabetically, since some
but not all children with dyslexia who are readers of English show
impaired M-D functioning and some do not40,41. These are of course
not the only two subtypes of dyslexia seen in children who are read-
ers of alphabetic scripts; Coltheart and Kohnen53 describe the char-
acteristics of six such subtypes. Further work on Chinese children
with dyslexia who do not have impaired M-D function might reveal
a similar degree of heterogeneity i.e. multiple subtypes of dyslexia in
Chinese.

Methods
Participants. Sixteen dyslexic children with M-D deficit (9 boys), fifteen dyslexic
children with normal M-D function (11 boys), and twenty-seven age-matched
typically developing children (13 boys) were selected from 592 forth-grade and fifth-
grade students in four primary schools. All participants were right-handed as judged
by the Handedness Inventory (Department of Neurology, Beijing Medical University
Hospital) and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision without ophthalmologic or
neurological abnormalities. No participant suffered from ADHD, judged by the
Chinese Classification of Mental Disorder 3 (CCMD-3). Detailed information of each
group is presented in Table 1. Informed consent was obtained from parents and
teachers. The research project was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the
Institute of Psychology, Chinese Academy of Sciences. And the methods in the
current study were carried out in accordance with the approved guidelines.

Psychometric tasks administered to identify dyslexics. In order to screen the
dyslexics, three tasks which are widely used to identify children with developmental
dyslexia in Mainland China35–39 were adopted:

(a) Raven’s Standard Progressive Matrices (RSPM)54, for testing nonverbal intel-
ligence. RSPM is a standardized test of nonverbal intelligence with six sets of
twelve items. For each item, children were shown a matrix with one missing
part. The matrices comprised patterns and children were required to complete
the patterns by selecting from six to eight alternatives. Difficulty increases as
the test progresses. The raw score was the number of correct choices, and the

standardized score was converted from the raw score based on the Chinese
norms established by Zhang and Wang54, as shown in Table 1.

(b) A rapid digit naming test55. This test was used to measure participants’ rapid
automatized naming ability. In this task, five Arabic digits (2, 7, 4, 9, and 6)
were presented from left to right on an A4 sheet in random order six times,
with six rows and five digits per row. Participants were asked to read the 30
digits twice as quickly and accurately as possible from left to right, row by row.
The time taken was recorded and the score was the average time of the two
readings.

(c) A standardized written vocabulary test56. This Chinese Character Recognition
Test was adopted to examine participants’ reading skill35,36,38,39. In this test,
participants are required to write down a compound word based on a written
target morpheme provided on the sheet. For example, the written target
Chinese character might be ‘‘ ’’ (pronounced/jian3/, meaning cut (the num-
ber here refers to tone); the child’s task is to write another morpheme next to
the target to form a real two-character word. Characters are divided into 10
groups based on reading difficulty (174 characters for 4th graders and 210
characters for 5th graders). A child responded correctly if he/she wrote, for
example, ‘‘ ’’ (/jian3 dao1/, which means scissors), or ‘‘ ’’ (/cai2 jian3/,
which means cut out), or wrote other genuine word that includes the target
morpheme ‘‘ ’’. Each correct response was given one point. The score for each
group of characters was calculated by multiplying the total points by the
corresponding coefficient of difficulty. The final score for each participant
was the sum of subscores for all 10 character groups.

The inclusion criteria for the dyslexics were that nonverbal intelligence was in the
normal range (i.e. the standard score of RSPM was greater than 85), while the score on
the written vocabulary was at least 1.5 standard deviations below the average score of
the same-grade children and the score on the rapid digit naming test was poorer than
the mean score of age-matched control group. In this way, 31 children with dyslexia
(prevalence of 5.2%) were identified. Table 1 presents the results of this psychometric
testing.

Testing M-D and P-V functioning. Steady-pedestal and pulsed-pedestal paradigms
designed by Porkney and Smith57 were used to assess the functioning of participants’
M-D and P-V streams respectively, via measurement of spatial-frequency contrast
thresholds. This paradigm can separate the M-D stream from the P-V stream based
on differences in spatial-frequency contrast gains between the two visual pathways,
and accordingly it is regarded as one of the typical measurements of visual M-D/P-V
functions57–59. Here visual stimuli consist of horizontal or vertical sinusoidal gratings
with a visual angle of 5u 3 5u. The computer monitor was viewed from 50 cm. The
peak spatial frequency of gratings was 0.5 cycles per degree (cpd) in the M-D
condition (steady-pedestal), and 5 cpd in the P-V condition (pulsed-pedestal)60. As in
previous studies57,60, the luminance pedestal stayed on the black background in the M-
D condition, and only appeared together with the target grating in the P-V condition.
Within each trial, a four-dot array was presented in the center of the screen for
1500 ms, and then a target grating appeared for 500 ms. Participants were asked to
determine the orientation of the target with different key presses, ‘‘z’’ for vertical and
‘‘n’’ for horizontal, and the response window lasted for 3000 ms. A fixation array was
displayed in the center of the screen in the random interval (from 1000 ms to
1500 ms) between two successive trials.

A two-yes-one-no staircase procedure was applied to estimate contrast thresholds,
which terminated after 10 reversals. The minimum value of luminance contrast was
0.005. According to a pre-study, we set the step sizes thus: 0.03 for the first three
reversals, 0.015 for the 4th-6th reversals, and 0.005 for the last four reversals. The
average contrast for the last six reversals was taken to estimate the contrast threshold
(Table 1). The staircase started from the contrast value above the predictable contrast
threshold (M-D condition: 0.1; P-V condition: 0.25), and the presenting procedure of
staircase was programmed with Eprime 1.1.

Deviance analysis35,37 was adopted to select the individuals who had deficits in M-D
stream but not in P-V stream. Individuals were classified with an M-D or a P-V deficit
if their sensitivity scores on the relevant task (steady-pedestal or pulsed-pedestal)
were poorer than the one tail 95% confidence limit of the control group (1.65 standard
deviations) after the controls with extreme scores were removed from the sample.

Table 1 | Information concerning the different groups

M-D impaired DD (N 5 16) (1) M-D normal DD (N 5 15) (2) Control (N 5 27) (3) Group comparisons

Characteristic Mean Mean Mean F test

Age (years) 9.8 (0.6) 9.8 (1.0) 9.5 (0.5) (1) 5 (2) 5 (3)
Raven (standard score) 107 (17) 109 (13) 111 (11) (1) 5 (2) 5 (3)
Written vocabulary (standard score) 1243 (291) 1453 (418) 2269 (335) (1) 5 (2) , (3)
Rapid naming (seconds) 12.9 (2.1) 14.6 (1.8) 10.8 (2.8) (3) , (1) 5 (2)
M-D function 0.04 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) (2) 5 (3) , (1)
P-V function 0.04 (0.04) 0.03 (0.04) 0.03 (0.01) (1) 5 (2) 5 (3)

Note. Measure units are in the parentheses for each item in the ‘‘Characteristic’’ column. M-D, magnocellular-dorsal stream; P-V, parvocellular-ventral stream. The values for M-D and P-V functions are ratios,
which represent the contrast thresholds. Contrast 5 (Lmax 2 Lped)/(Lmax 1 Lped), in which Lmax is the maximum luminance of the grating and Lped is the pedestal luminance.
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According to the above method35,37, we respectively calculated the cutoff for iden-
tifying M-D and P-V impaired individuals: 0.035 for the M-D deficit and 0.045 for the
P-V deficit. Individuals with contrast thresholds higher than the cutoff values, which
meant lower sensitivity, would be classified as having a deficit. Finally, sixteen of the
31 children with dyslexia (52%) were identified as having an impaired M-D stream,
and the remaining 15 children with dyslexia had a normal M-D stream. None of the
participants, typically developing children or dyslexics, showed P-V dysfunction.
Table 1 presents the results of the M-D and P-V testing.

Experimental task. This was a global/local decision task with two visual conditions: a
filtered (i.e magnocellular-dorsal) condition and an unfiltered condition. The spatial
frequency of target characters was 1.5 cpd in the M-D condition; these characters
were generated by the software ImageJ 1.42q on a DELL laptop with a 12.1 inch
monitor. In the unfiltered condition, the spatial frequency of target characters was not
manipulated. There were 80 pseudo-characters with left-right structure as targets, 40
for each visual condition (see Figure 2 for examples of these). On each trial, the target
character was followed by a probe stimulus. Forty pseudo-characters were used as
probes in global decision, in which twenty of the probe stimuli were identical to the
target characters. The other forty non-character radicals were used as probes in the
local decision task, in which half of the probes were parts of the targets and half were
not. In the local decision task, six radical probes were presented on the right side of the
screen center, and the other fourteen on the left side. The probe stimuli were never
spatial-frequency filtered. The number of stimulus strokes was balanced between M-
D and unfiltered conditions.

Participants were seated comfortably 50 cm from the computer monitor in a dark
and sound-attenuated room, with a visual angle of 3.2u3 3.2u. The display resolution
was set at 1024 3 768 and the refresh rate was 62.3 Hz.

In each trial, a 1000-ms fixation, a 500-ms target character, a 1000-ms cue, and
a probe stimulus were sequentially presented in the screen center (Figure 2). The
probe disappeared upon response, or at the end of a 3000-ms response window.
Between two adjacent trials, a fixation stayed in the screen for a variable interval
ranging from 1000 ms to 1500 ms. The cue was presented following the target to
inform participants about which decision (global or local decision) should be
made. For global decisions, the cue was a square in the screen center (visual angle:
3.2u 3 3.2u), and for local decisions the cue was a half-square in the screen center
(visual angle: 3.2u 3 1.6u) (see Figure 2). Participants were required to make a
decision on whether the probe was the same as the target in global tasks or the
probe was the same as the relative part of the target in local tasks. SAME decisions
were indicated by pressing the Z key and DIFFERENT decisions by pressing the N
key. This experiment was programmed with Eprime 1.1, reaction time and error
rate were recorded.

There were two sessions in the formal experiment, one session for the M-D con-
dition and the other for the unfiltered condition. Within each session, global and local
decision randomly appeared with equal probability. There were ten practice trials

before each session. The sequence of the two sessions was counterbalanced across
participants.
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